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1.

Introduction

attracted enough attention.3 On the other hand, Baldwin and Clark’s (2000) work has been widely discussed in information systems and product design literatures, but only in a very qualitative way (see, for
example, Sullivan et al. 2001, Cai et al. 2007). So, there
is a need to bridge modularity and real options theory
and practice, and at the same time to bring the real
options approach closer to system designers. In this
article, we propose a way to quantify the value contribution of the modularization process and of modules themselves to have a practically useful method
to apply real options to design decisions.
We extend Baldwin and Clark’s (2000) model to a
stochastic dynamic framework by allowing the state
variables of the modularization decisions to follow
realistic stochastic processes and by accounting for the
dynamic nature of the decision process. We can think
of a modular operator as an (generally compound)
option to improve the value of a design. Hence, we
introduce an approach for valuing the modular operators while accounting for their interactions.4 Because
the number of state variables and of operators simultaneously involved can be signiﬁcant, we propose a
numerical implementation of our valuation approach
based on Monte Carlo methods, and in particular on
the versatile least-squares Monte Carlo (LSM) method
by Longstaff and Schwartz (2001).

The concept of modularity in design was rigorously
introduced in business economics by Baldwin and
Clark (2000).1 They proposed a quantitative model
to describe the economic forces that push a design
toward modularization and the consequences of modularity on the business environment.
Value creation is the goal of the modularization process, and real options theory offers a natural framework to evaluate a modular design.2 Baldwin and
Clark (2000) pointed out six operators describing
the structure of a modular system, or alternatively,
its evolution from a nonmodular (or interconnected)
design to a modular design: splitting, substitution, augmenting, excluding, inversion, and porting. These operators can be thought of as options in the designer’s
palette, and Baldwin and Clark (2000) proposed to
link the six operators to real options theory.
The idea of modularity has been known among real
options professionals for a long time but it has not
1
Baldwin and Clark (2000) described three types of modularity:
modularity in design, modularity in production, and modularity in use.
The ﬁrst refers to the creation of a modular system, the second is
related to the simpliﬁcation of the production process (i.e., dividing complex production tasks into smaller processes), and the third
concerns the possibility for the consumer to arrange elements to
obtain a design conﬁguration that reﬂects his needs. In this work,
we focus on the modularization of a design and on the related
modularization of the production process.

3
Exceptions include Bonaccorsi and Rossetto (1998), Gollier et al.
(2005), and Rodrigues and Armada (2007).
4
Along the same line, although for a different purpose, Gamba
(2002) provides a way to decompose complex capital budgeting
problems with multiple options into a set of simple options.

2

See Dixit and Pindyck (1994) or Trigeorgis (1996) as general references on real options.
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2.

Modular Designs

A design is a detailed description of a product. It
is completely determined by a number of parameters and their interconnections. These parameters are
related to one another if there is a physical or a logical
connection or dependence among them. A module is
deﬁned by a cluster of strongly interconnected parameters that are almost independent from the parameters
of other modules. A modular design is a hierarchical set
of modules tied through speciﬁc design rules, which
are imperative principles of composition that each
module must respect to maintain the compatibility
with the other modules and the entire project (see, for
example, Steward 1981a, b; Eppinger 1991; Eppinger
et al. 1994; Baldwin and Clark 2006). The hierarchical structure, which is the framework for individual
modules, assigns them different structural functions
according to their position. Hierarchical modules are
placed at the highest level and pose a set of design
rules, or visible information, for the hidden modules,
which are dependent and connected modules placed
at a lower hierarchical level (see Figure 1).
The modularization process of a design implies
many consequences both on the design and the
managerial side. As for the design, modularity creates development options: each module gains functional independence within the overall design rules,
to which it must adhere. From a managerial viewpoint, the biggest effect of modularization is decentralization: each module will be designed, made, and
eventually implemented by a speciﬁc unit. Hence,
modularity improves specialization in the design
process. Actually, each module may evolve freely
(independently of the other modules) within given
design rules, and each individual unit can work at
its module with no worry of damaging the whole
project. Generally speaking, modularization permits
us to manage complexity because it splits a system

Figure 1

A Simpliﬁed Modular Design
Global design
rules

Design rules direction

This paper is organized as follows. In §2, we
describe the basic aspects of modularity as introduced
by Baldwin and Clark (2000) and the six main modular operators. We also describe the evolution of a
nonmodular design into a modular system, by means
of the six operators. In §3, we describe how a nonmodular system can be valued. This will permit us to
address also some issues related to ﬁnancial valuation
of the individual modules. The nonmodular design is
the status quo and the benchmark for modularization
decisions. In §4, we provide an approach for valuing
the six modular operators. Finally, in §5, we describe
the numerical implementation based on LSM method
and offer some numerical results to test the accuracy
of the numerical implementation and to show how
our approach can be used in realistic contexts.
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Notes. Modules placed at the top of the structure are called hierarchical
because they pose a set of design constraints (rules) to the lower-connected
modules. The higher the hierarchical position of a module in the modular
structure, the larger the set of implicit design rules it poses to its lower
connected modules. At the bottom of the structure are placed the so-called
hidden modules. They are free to change as long they obey to their speciﬁc
design rules posed by upper-connected modules. In a complex design there
can be more than one hierarchical layer of modules.

into a set of independent elements of smaller size, and
the design rules tie the modules up into a hierarchical
structure.
Baldwin and Clark (2000) explain the dynamic of a
modular design through a set of operators, which are
also standard design structures. A possibly iterative
and simultaneous application of these operators permits us to obtain any modular structure from a nonmodular, or interconnected, one. They are denominated
splitting, substitution, augmenting, excluding, inversion,
porting.5
The splitting operator is at the core of the modularization process because it permits us to generate a
set of independent modules from an interconnected
design/module. The substitution operator allows us
to change an existing module (or an interconnected
design) with a new one. These two operators can be
applied both to modular and nonmodular designs.
The remaining operators can only be applied to a
modular system. The augmenting operator either creates a new hierarchical level or increments an existing
layer of modules. By excluding we create a minimal
system that can be incremented later on. The inversion operator creates a new source of visible information (design rules) isolating the common features
embedded in different modules. Finally, the porting
operator allows us to make a module component
compatible with other designs. Once a modular system is obtained, it can be improved upon using the
same six operators. Moreover, each operator can be
5
As acknowledged by Baldwin and Clark (2000), although this set
of operators is not exhaustive, it is the smallest one that permits us
to obtain a modular system from a nonmodular design.
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applied locally to the system without interfering with
the rest of the structure.
An important consequence of modularity is that,
if we have a consistent valuation approach for each
of the above operators, we have also a valuation
approach for the modularization process and for
modular structures. Because the application of these
operators is meant to create value, the natural valuation approach is contingent claim analysis applied
to discretionary investment decisions, that is, real
options theory. This is what we describe in the next
sections.

3.

Financial Valuation of a Design

Before describing how to value the modular operators, we discuss the issues related to the valuation of
design decisions and, in particular, those regarding
the primitives of ﬁnancial valuation of an interconnected design.
A system is interconnected when the parameters
describing it are (or seem to be) strongly linked
because the designer has a limited knowledge of
the relations among them. Hence, the interconnected
structure can be thought of as a single-module project
in which it is difﬁcult to change even a single parameter without affecting all the others. Therefore, absent
an analysis of the potential modular structure, an
interconnected project can be only improved upon as
a whole. Such a redesign is worth doing if it produces
a positive net value (namely, the total new value less
the research and implementation costs) greater than
the value of the initial (status quo or existing) design.
We assume a given interconnected design and we
model the variation of its value both as a consequence
of a change of market conditions and of research
and development (R&D) activity.6 For simplicity, we
assume also that there is no time to build the new
design, so that the research activity and the creation
of the new structure are simultaneous.7
Let Wt denote the gross value, at time t, of the
future cash ﬂows from the current (interconnected)
design assuming no change of conﬁguration of the
system. Wt may be calculated using standard capital
budgeting techniques. To clarify, the designer may be
able to determine Wt from the forecast of revenues,
production costs, and any other drivers of the cash
ﬂows of the current system. This permits us to determine the sequence of expected future cash ﬂows, and
6
We will consider economic and technical uncertainty altogether
even if we account only for market uncertainty in determining risk
premia.
7

This is equivalent to a case where the design decision is not
changed during the time needed to build the new design. We
will make the same assumption also when valuing the modular
operators.

1879
from this, using a suited cost of capital incorporating
the market price of risk, Wt is computed. The parameters of the stochastic process of Wt , and in particular
the volatility necessary to value the real options, are
derived (possibly using Monte Carlo simulation) from
the processes of the value drivers from which Wt is
computed.8 For deﬁniteness, we make the standard
assumptions on real options valuation as described
by Copeland et al. (2005).9 According to Samuelson
(1965, 1973), because Wt is a present value of future
cash ﬂows, it behaves like the price of a traded security, and so its process is driven by a Brownian motion
no matter what the actual stochastic processes of the
drivers underlying Wt are.
Wt is the ﬁrst-state variable underlying the decision
to improve the current interconnected design. The
second-state variable is the present value of expected
future cash ﬂows under the new design and is driven
by a different (possibly correlated) Brownian motion,
denoted Wt∗ , whose parameters are derived using
the same approach we discussed above for Wt . To
summarize, both Wt and Wt∗ are Markov stochastic processes driven by both market (systematic) and
technical (nonsystematic) uncertainty. Although the
actual drivers of the decision are Wt and Wt∗ , sometimes we will assume Vt = Wt∗ − Wt , the incremental
value of the design, to be the state variable of the valuation problem. This is done with the sole purpose of
keeping the notation compact.
Given our previous assumptions that the risk of Wt
is spanned, a risk-neutral probability or equivalent
martingale measure (EMM) is determined. With reference to the standard valuation approach described
8
Kogut and Kulatilaka (2001) discuss the issues related to the use of
observed asset/factor prices to determine the underlying asset for
real options valuation. In particular, even if we can decompose the
gross value into a set of spanning factors that are priced in ﬁnancial
markets, it may not be so obvious to determine the drift of Wt , due
to implicit convenience yields and costs of carry that are speciﬁc to
the real factors, but not to Wt . An alternative approach may be to
consider Wt as an unobservable variable underlying the decisions
made by ﬁrms whose business risk is comparable to that of the
current system. In this case, to estimate the parameters characterizing the stochastic process of Wt , we must assume that we have a
publicly traded stock whose dynamic depends on the same factors
affecting Wt . Because the equity is a derivative security of Wt , we
can use structural estimation techniques to determine the parameters of the model. An example of this approach, although applied
to a different type of real option, is proposed by Gamba and Tesser
(2009). However, also in this case we may need to adjust the drift
of the stochastic process for whatever convenience yields and carrying costs are incurred by the owner of the “comparable” asset,
but not by the holder of the real option we are valuing.
9
In Copeland et al. (2005, Chap. 9C), the three basic assumptions
are (i) the “marketed asset disclaimer” for Wt , (ii) the absence
of arbitrage opportunities in ﬁnancial markets, and (iii) that the
present value of future cash ﬂows, Wt , ﬂuctuates randomly as a
Brownian motion.
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above, such that Wt is the expected discounted value
of future cash ﬂows, the risk premium needed to
change the probability from the historical measure to
the EMM is the one used to determine the cost of
capital.10
If we consider a given maturity T and assume that
the option to redesign the interconnected structure
can be exercised at any time t ≤ T , the value of this
option is
F t Vt  = sup Ɛt e−r
∈H t T 

−t

  V 

(1)

where t Vt  = max Vt − C 0 is the net beneﬁt from
the redesign, C is the research and implementation
costs of the new design, H t T  is the set of stopping times in t T , and Ɛt · is the expectation, under
the EMM, conditional on the information available
at time t. Interpreting Equation (1), the system is
redesigned when Wt∗ > Wt + C, so that Wt can be seen
as an opportunity cost of changing the structure.11

4.

Valuing Modular Designs

In this section, we describe a valuation approach for
modularity in design. Because any modular design
can be obtained using the operators introduced by
Baldwin and Clark (2000), our goal is to propose a
suited valuation approach for each operator allowing
to capture the interactions among them.12
4.1. Splitting
Under the condition that some parameters deﬁning a
module/system are independent, the module/system
can be split into two or more modules, and suitable design rules are provided. This operator has a
dual function. When applied to an interconnected system, it produces a modular design. In the case of
a modular design, in which each individual module is independent of the others, this operator splits
an existing module into two or more modules. For
deﬁniteness, we will assume that the modularization
process takes place from an interconnected system.
To dictate the entire set of design rules, the designer
must know all the dependencies among the parameters. Such knowledge is obtained as a result of a
research effort.
10

Gamba et al. (2008) provide a general justiﬁcation for risk-neutral
valuation in capital budgeting in the case that the ﬁrm is levered
(and there are personal and corporate taxes). With reference to the
alternative approach mentioned in Footnote 8, when Wt is unobservable and is estimated using a structural approach, it is estimated under the EMM. So there is no need of a risk adjustment in
this case.

11

Because the system can be changed at any time before T , a second
opportunity cost is related to the value of the option to defer.
12

Option interaction effects have been studied by Trigeorgis (1993).

At this stage of our analysis, we can distinguish
between at least two different types of splitting.13
The ﬁrst applies when the initial design is completely
interconnected and its independent components are
difﬁcult to isolate and turn into modules. In this case,
a bigger effort is required to identify all the links
among the parameters, and the system can be split
when all the modules are ready. The second case
refers to a design in which the structure is interconnected but the links among the parameters are
clearly understood by the designer, or, as referred to
by Baldwin and Clark (2000), the design has been
already rationalized. In this case, the value of the current design can be used as a benchmark for the decision on the new versions of the module. Here we
focus on the ﬁrst speciﬁcation, postponing the latter
until §4.3.
An example of splitting can be found in organizational theory. A bank is considering specializing
its business activity. One way to achieve this result
is to split its business, currently interconnected as
a single module, into a set of main functions (private investments, retail, small businesses, large businesses, etc.). That requires the choice of the target
market and the creation of a set of independent modules/divisions based on the main functions. These
modules are linked to a central decisional unit, which
dictates the global business plan (design rules). The
beneﬁt of this structure is that each business unit is
free to evolve, within the design rules, independently
of what happens to the rest of the system. This can
be made formal and effective by creating a pyramidal
group, where the parent company (the central decision unit) controls the subsidiaries (divisions).
In general, assume that the designer wants to split
the system into J modules (as an example but with
no limitation to generality, Figure 2 shows a split into
two modules), and that the decision to split and the
option to implement the new modules have maturity T . When the structure is strongly interconnected,
the valuation problem comprises only two state variables: Wt , the gross value of the system before the
redesign, and Wt∗ , the gross value after the redesign.
By splitting, we produce a set of modules that by definition are functionally independent (in the sense that
they can evolve freely). Hence, Wt∗ is the sum of the
∗j
values of the individual modules Wt , for j = 1     J .
13

Rodrigues and Armada (2007) developed a model for valuing
the splitting operator, which accounts for the three typical steps of
the modularization process, as pointed out by Baldwin and Clark
(2000). The ﬁrst step is the decision to split the interconnected
structure, the second is the research activity, and the third step is
implementation. Here we focus on the basic features of each operator. Obviously all the valuation formulae presented below can be
extended to consider the above three steps.
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Figure 2

Splitting Operator
Design
rules
Module 1

Modular
components

Module 2

t = τspl

t=0

Time line

Design
rules

Design Interconnected
design

Module 1

Module 2

Notes. This ﬁgure describes an interconnected design split into two modules. When the design is split (at t = spl , which is a stopping time), the
designer must dictate the design rules and create the modules to be inserted
in the modular structure. In the upper part of the ﬁgure, above the time line,
we show the involved components and the timing of their creation. In the
lower part, we show the evolution of the design.

For brevity, we denote Vt = Wt∗ − Wt the incremental
value from redesigning of the system as a whole.14
The decision is made if the value of the modularized design, minus the cost for implementing new
modules and design rules, is greater than the value of
the old interconnected project. The value of the splitting operator is
Fspl t Vt  J  = sup

s ∈H t T 

Ɛt e−r

s −t

spl  s  V s  J 

(2)

with payoff function

spl t Vt  J  = max Vt −

J

j=1


Cj − Cs J  0 

(3)

where Cj is the research and realization cost of the jth
module, and Cs J  is the cost to determine the design
rules of the modularized design, which depends on
J , the number of modules in the new design. Usually
the splitting costs are positively related to the number
of modules involved in the modularization. As the
number of modules increases, a larger set of design
rules is needed to create a coherent architecture and
14

Differently from the static framework based on Normal distributions used by Baldwin and Clark (2000), our distributional assumptions on the values of the modules may not permit to split a
module/system while remaining in the same class of distributions.
For instance, if we assume that the value of the interconnected system evolves according to a geometric Brownian motion (GBM), the
values of the constituent modules cannot follow a GBM. Importantly, this is not an issue in our valuation approach. Our assumption is weaker, because we require that, for any proposed modular
architecture, the requisite W -processes exist—one for each stochastically evolving development process. However, we address the
issue of “conservation of variance” described by Baldwin and Clark
(2000) in a numerical fashion in §5.3.

a set of interfaces to make all the modules to work in
one system.
Two important remarks are in order. The ﬁrst is that
the splitting operator can be exercised only when the
new modular system is ready. If at least one of the
new modules has not been implemented yet, the decision to split is postponed. The second is that, when
J = 1, the interconnected design is simply replaced
by a new interconnected system, and consequently
Cs 1 = 0, and Equation (2) collapses into (1) because
no design rules are required.
To map the organizational example into Equa∗j
tions (2) and (3), Wt is the gross value of the new
jth unit, Wt is the gross value of the current structure, Cj is the cost to create the new jth business unit,
and Cs J  is the cost to create the organizational structures (e.g., the information technology infrastructure)
to make the business units to work together.
Equation (3) is similar to the payoff of a call option
on Vt . This is because here we are valuing a version
of the splitting operator that is simpliﬁed in two fundamental aspects: the current system has not been
rationalized yet, and only one new version for each
module is considered. Later on, we will remove these
two assumptions and generalize the structure of the
operator.
4.2. Substitution
Substitution of a module is aimed at improving the
system. The substitution operator can be applied to
both interconnected and modular structures. In the
ﬁrst case it creates a complete new (interconnected)
project. In the second case it only affects individual
modules so that each module can evolve independently of the others (see Figure 3). In both cases,
and following Baldwin and Clark (2000, p. 264), we
assume that the improvement is the outcome of K
alternative attempts (experiments) in a given time
period, whereby only the best outcome is the candidate for replacing the current version of the module
(or interconnected design).
To properly evaluate the substitution operator, we
have to consider the hierarchical level of the module under consideration. Modules placed at a lower
hierarchical level, or hidden modules, must respect
only the design rules that are given by the preceding (upper) and connected modules. Changes in the
internal structure of hidden modules do not inﬂuence the other components of the project. Modules
placed at the highest level, or hierarchical modules,
in addition to their speciﬁc functions, pose a set of
design rules for the dependent and connected modules (see Figure 1). When a hierarchical (i.e., upperlevel) module is replaced, a cost for deﬁning the new
interface for the lower-level linked modules, the socalled visibility cost, denoted Q, is incurred. On the
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Substitution Operator

Parallel experimentation activity on Module 2 (substitution)
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Time line
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Design
rules

Design
rules

t=T

Design

Module
1

Module
2

Module
1
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Notes. This operator allows us to replace an existing module with a new one as a result of research and development activity. The designer starts at t = 0, a
research on several possible alternative versions of a given module. At t = sub , which is a stopping time, she selects the best version among the competitive
alternatives. In the upper part of the ﬁgure, above the time line, we show the involved components and the timing of their creation. In the lower part, we show
the evolution of the design.

other hand, when a hidden module is replaced, Q = 0.
That implies also that we should observe more design
activity on lower-level than on upper-level modules,
because their substitution has a limited impact on the
design structure and a slower rate of change for modules at a higher level.
The ﬂexibility to improve an existing module with
no need of redesigning the entire structure is perhaps the most important motivation to modularize
a system. Usually, when a module is replaced it is
often the case that the new version maintains all
the features of the previous one, while expanding
its functionality. Computers are a classic example of
modular structure, and the computer design is suited
to show how the application of the substitution operator works. The CPU is a hierarchical module: when
it is changed, we usually also have to change the
motherboard, which is a lower-connected module. On
the other hand, it is possible to improve (applying
the substitution operator) the video performance of a
computer using a new graphics card, without affecting the global design structure. Hence, the graphics
card can be considered a hidden module in the broad
computer structure.
Assume that a time horizon T is given for replacing
a given module (or an interconnected design), and to
start with, say that the number of trials, K, is decided
in advance. In our notation, for the selected module, Wt is the gross value before the redesign, and
Wt∗k is the gross value after the redesign if the outcome of the kth experiment is implemented, with k ∈
1     K. To keep the notation compact, we denote

Vtk = Wt∗k − Wt the incremental value of the module
from the kth attempt. Let Vt = Vt1      VtK  be the
resulting vector of incremental values for the module.
Hence, the value of the substitution operator (applied
to the module) is
Fsub t Vt  K = sup Ɛt e−r
k 

−t

sub   V k  K

(4)

where k  is the control, with k denoting the
selected trial version and ∈ H t T  the stopping
time for this decision. The payoff is


K

sub t Vtk  K = max Vtk − Q − Ik − Ck  0 

(5)

k=1

where Q is the visibility cost (which may be zero if
the module at hand is hidden), Ck is the incremental
implementation cost of the selected new version of
the module, and Ik is the cost to run experiments on
the kth version of the module. Notice that the value
of the substitution operator reduces to the value of a
simple call option when K = 1.
If the number of trials, K, can be optimally chosen
ex ante, the value of the substitution operator is


−r −t
k
Fsub tVt  = max sup Ɛt e
sub  V K  (6)
K∈

k 

with the same notation used above.
We can map the example of the replacement of the
central processing unit (CPU) in a personal computer
(PC) design in the previous equations. Assuming the
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other modules remain unchanged, the incremental
value of the module for each possible candidate of
the new CPU, Vtk for k = 1     K, is estimated as the
value increase of the PC design due to the new CPU.
The visibility cost, Q, refers to the need to redesign
the lower-connected modules (for example, the motherboard) whenever a hierarchical module (such as the
CPU) is substituted. Ck is the production cost of the
selected version of CPU. Finally, the cost of the kth
trial is the sum of the direct costs to prepare the different versions of the CPU and to test them.
4.3. Splitting Operator Revisited
The above analysis permits us to extend the scope of
the splitting operator. As we said in §4.1, we have
at least two different types of splitting. Here, in line
with Baldwin and Clark (2000), we describe the modularization process for a design that has already been
rationalized in the sense that the potential units (i.e.,
the future modules) have already been identiﬁed in
the current system.
Given (by deﬁnition) the functional independence
of the J modules, each individual module resulting from the split can be valued in isolation. Therefore, the incremental value of a modular project is
the sum of the incremental values of its modules.
Namely, using the notation introduced before, for a
j
given module j, if Wt is the gross value before the
∗j
redesign and Wt is the gross value after the redesign,
j
∗j
j
we denote Vt = Wt − Wt the incremental value from
redesigning, for j = 1     J , and the total marginal
J
j
contribution of splitting is captured by Vt = j=1 Vt ,
∗j
j
where for some j we can have Wt = Wt , in the sense
that module j is not changed. In this setting, there is
no point in splitting a rationalized system at a positive cost if the resulting modules are not improved,
because the (positive) cost Cs J  would be paid, but
j
Vt = 0 for all j. So, to exercise the option to split an
improved version must be proposed for at least one
module.
The above is true if, as we did for simplicity in §4.1,
we assume that the designer implements one version
for each of the required modules. Instead, it is often
the case that more than one version is proposed for a
new module. In this case, there are two distinct steps
in the splitting process: the decision to split the interconnected design, and the selection and implementation of the best version for each module (see Figure 4).
So, the value of the option to improve the modules must be incorporated, along the lines of what we
did in §4.2. The payoff of the splitting operator in (3)
becomes
 J


j
spl t Vt  J  = max
Fsub t Vt  − Cs J  0  (7)
j=1

where Fsub is deﬁned in (4) (or alternatively in (6), if
the number of trials can be optimally chosen), and
j
J
Vt = Vt1      Vt  is such that Vt is a vector whose
components are the incremental values corresponding to the multiple independent research activities
engaged for the jth module. Interpreting Equation (7),
when the designer decides to split, she dictates the
entire set of design rules, at a cost Cs J . For each
module, she has the opportunity to select the best version out of many experiments, but the best version
does not need to be ready at the time of the splitting decision. To exercise the option to split, assuming
Cs J  is positive, at least one version must be available
j
for each of the J modules, otherwise Vt = 0 for all j.
Comparing Equation (7) to Equation (3), Fsub incorporates the value of the opportunity to select the best
version for each module after the split. Importantly,
whereas in (3) the splitting decision is made ex post,
when the new version of the modules is valuable
enough, in (7) the decision is made ex ante, based on
the option value of the substitution operator. This can
be done because the system has been already rationalized. Using the old versions of the modules, the
designer starts a research activity on each unit. If this
is successful, she implements the new versions of the
modules. Otherwise, she keeps the old versions of the
modules.
Hence, Fspl can be thought of as a complex compound American option on the max of several call
options, each of which has the gross value increment
for the individual module as the underlying asset. In
other words, Fspl is the value of an option on a portfolio of options.15
4.4. Augmenting
The augmenting operator improves a design by
adding one or more modules (see Figure 5). The
opportunity to improve a design with no change in
the rest of the structure is another important motivation for its modularization. The augmenting operator and the excluding operator, described below, are
frequently used together. For this reason, an example involving the augmenting operator is presented in
§4.5, together with the excluding operator. However,
when we add more modules to the current system
with the augmenting operator, we do not change the
existing design rules of the structure.16
Let us assume a ﬁnite horizon T for adding a module, and that there is only one version for the J + 1th
15

Valuation formulae for compound options have been provided
by Geske (1977, 1979) and Carr (1988). Compound options have
been used extensively to model real options. Examples are Kemna
(1993) and Martzoukos and Trigeorgis (2002).

16

This is an important difference with respect to the excluding operator, which instead involves the provision of new design rules.
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Figure 4

Splitting Operator (Revisited)

Parallel experimentation activity on Module 2 (substitution)
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Design
rules
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Time line
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New
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Notes. This ﬁgure shows the splitting operator applied to a rationalized design in which the potential future modules can be deﬁned at the beginning of the
modularization process. The decision to split a rationalized design implies the creation of the global design rules at the stopping time t = spl . Next, research
is started on each unit to improve the system by implementing the best version of each module at the stopping times t = sub 1 and sub 2 . In the upper part of
the ﬁgure, above the time line, we show the involved components and the timing of their creation. In the lower part, we show the evolution of the design.

module. When information about the new module
becomes available, the incremental value of the whole
J +1
J +1
J
system from the J + 1th module is Vt = Wt − Wt ,
J
J +1
where Wt and Wt are the gross values of the design
before and after adding the new module, respectively.
The value of the augmenting operator for one additional module is
J +1

Faug t Vt

 = sup Ɛt e−r

−t

∈H tT 

aug   V J +1 

(8)

J +1

where aug   V  = max V J +1 − CJ +1  0, and CJ +1
is the research and development cost of the J + 1th
Figure 5

Augmenting Operator

Modular
components

Module
2
t=0

Design
rules

t = τaug

Time line
t=T

Design
rules

Design
Module
1

Module
1

Module
2

Notes. This operator permits us to increase the size of a given design.
Speciﬁcally, the picture shows a modular design that is augmented at t = aug
(a stopping time) with the creation of a new module (i.e., Module 2), which
expands the functionality of the whole design. In the upper part of the ﬁgure, above the time line, we show the involved components and the timing
of their creation. In the lower part, we show the evolution of the design.

module. This is the payoff of a simple call option on
J +1
Vt with strike price CJ +1 . The extension to the general case in which the ﬁrm can evaluate several potential candidates for the J + 1th module using the
substitution operator is done using the same logic as
in §4.3.
4.5. Excluding
The excluding operator permits us to create a minimal design with the opportunity to increase (using the
augmenting operator) its size, scope, and depth later
on, if the initial design is successful. Importantly, the
whole structure and the design rules suited to incorporate the additional modules later on must be set
from the beginning.
This approach can have both strategic and ﬁnancial motivations. Strategically, the initial exclusion of a
module reduces the impact of potential failure of the
whole design. On the other hand, the initial exclusion
of a module from the system may allow to fund the
subsequent expansion with the cash ﬂows generated
by the reduced (but operating) initial design.
Applications of this operator are usually found in
the valuation of large and irreversible investments,
such as power plants and oil wells. As an example,
Gollier et al. (2005) describe how the ﬂexibility provided by the excluding operator can generate value,
and hence anticipate the optimal timing of the investment decision. They describe the following situation.
An electricity company is planning to expand its production capacity by building a new nuclear power
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Figure 6

Excluding Operator
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Notes. This operator allows us to implement (at the stopping time t = excl ) an initial minimal design with the option to augment it later on if the market
conditions turn favorable. The entire modular structure must be determined, although not implemented, at the beginning of the process. In other words, Module
2 is designed at t = 0 but its implementation into the modular structure is postponed until t = aug , which is a stopping time. In the upper part of the ﬁgure,
above the time line, we show the involved components and the timing of their creation. In the lower part, we show the evolution of the design.

plant. It can follows two alternative approaches: in
the ﬁrst, one large production unit is built; the second approach is modular, because it comprises the
construction of a series of lower-size power production units over time. Assume that the electricity price
is the main driver of the decision. When the electricity price is highly volatile, the modular approach
allows us to reduce risk and to shorten the time of
the initial investment. This approach corresponds to
applying the exclusion operator to the initial design
and then using the augmenting operator within the
design rules set at the beginning. An initial power
plant of reduced size is constructed, with the option
to expand (i.e., to augment) its capacity later should
the economic conditions turn favorable. As an example, Figure 6 shows a design comprising two modules,
which is initially realized with only one module, and
the second module is added in a second step.
To value this operator, let T be the time horizon
for the decision to dictate the entire set of design
rules and to introduce the reduced design, and T
the time horizon to complete the design.17 Conveniently enough, the problem can be thought of as
one of valuing a compound American option. So we
begin from the last option (assuming the ﬁrst has been
already exercised) and then work backward to value
17

For simplicity, but with no restriction, we assume that the initial
system consists of one module, and the complete design is obtained
by adding one module. This can easily be extended to any number
of modules. The difference in Equation (9) is that we would have
many compound options.

the excluding operator. Let Vt = Wt∗ − Wt be the incremental value of the additional module to complete
the design, where Wt∗ and Wt are the gross values of
the complete and the initial designs, respectively. The
option to add the second module is simply an application of the augmenting operator, and its value is
Faug t Vt  = sup

∈HtT 

Ɛt e−r

−t

  V 

with   V  = max V −C 0, where C is the realization cost for the additional module. Hence, the value
of the excluding operator is
Fexcl tWt Vt  = sup

∈HtT 

Ɛt e−r

−t

excl  W V  (9)

where
excl   W  V  = max Wt − CW − Cs + Faug   V  0
CW is the research and realization cost of the minimal
system, and Cs is the cost of the design rules for the
complete system.
In the nuclear power plant example, CW and Wt
are respectively the cost and the value of the initial
reduced-size plant. Cs is the cost to set up the entire
set of design rules, that is, the cost of providing the
complete architecture and interfaces (e.g., the connections with the network) in which the initial power
plant and the potential expansion production units
have to work.
Finally, to decide if the initial exclusion is worth it,
Fexcl t Wt  Vt  is to be compared to the value of introducing the whole design in one step with no staging,
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Figure 7
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Notes. This operator is used to rationalize the design by grouping similar or common functions, which are spread across the structure, into a single module. In
the ﬁrst step, the designer identiﬁes the similar components (left panel). In the second step, she isolates them using the splitting operator (intermediate panel).
ˆ and connects it to the other modules where the common function was present (right panel).  and  are stopping
Finally, she creates a new module (I)
spl
inv
times. In the upper part of the ﬁgure, above the time line, we show the involved components and the timing of their creation. In the lower part, we show the
evolution of the design.

to determine the net gain from the application of the
excluding operator.
4.6. Inversion
The life of a modular design can be divided into two
typical phases: in the ﬁrst phase, an interconnected
design is turned into a modular one by splitting it; in
the second phase, the design can be improved upon
by further splitting, augmenting, replacing, porting,
and excluding the existing modules. However, additional changes can be made to increase the value of
the system. Among these, there is the possibility to
improve the design by grouping similar or common
functions that are spread across the structure into
a single module. This module is then connected to
all the other modules where the common function
was present. As Baldwin and Clark (2000, p. 323),
pointed out:
Immediately after the split, there will be a rush of
experimentation, but sooner or later such experimentation displays diminishing returns, and give rise to
unmanageable amounts of variety. When the beneﬁts of further experimentation no longer justify the

cost, additional design rules are called for. These new
design rules are created via the inversion operator.

Typically, this operator involves three steps, as
depicted in Figure 7 for a paradigmatic case. We
have to
1. ﬁnd similarities in the modules,
2. split the relevant modules to single out the similar components, and
3. create a new module from the similar components and place it at a higher hierarchical level (i.e.,
by inverting its ranking in the hierarchy of the original
design).
There are two most important consequences. First,
the structure becomes less ﬂexible because we add
a new hierarchical level, and generally speaking this
reduces the value of the system because the more
levels we have, the more rigid the system. A second effect is that scale economies are obtained in the
research and development activity, and this increases
the value of the system.
In what follows, we describe how these two offsetting incentives affect the valuation of the inversion
operator. Assuming a broader modular structure, we
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focus only on the subset of modules involved in the
inversion, i.e., those modules sharing the common or
similar function.18
As an illustrative example, we can think of a merger
between two auto manufacturers.19 Because the two
companies belong to the same business area, their
internal structures can potentially have some similar
functional units or modules (e.g., the administrative
department, the research department, or the production line of some common part of the vehicles). In the
left part of Figure 7, Module 1 and Module 2 represent the production systems of the two companies
involved in the merger. They have a common unit so
the owner can apply the inversion operator to beneﬁt from scale economies. First she has to isolate (i.e.,
split, as in the second step in Figure 7) the common
components I in each ﬁrm, say, two lines that produce
the same part for the vehicles of the merged companies, assuming the original brands are maintained.
Next, a new module Iˆ (i.e., a new production line) is
designed, which can work with both original systems.
Finally, the new module is placed on top of them by
inverting its ranking in the hierarchy of the original
design, as in the third step of Figure 7. The resulting company has only one production module that
provides its services to the remaining modules of the
two merged companies (i.e., Module 1 and Module 2
speciﬁc components).
The value of the inversion operator is
Finv t Vt  = sup Ɛt e−r
∈H t T 

where
inv tVt  = max

−t

inv   V 


J

ˆ
j
VtI −CIˆ −Q− Fsub tVt 0 
j=1

(10)



(11)

For deﬁniteness, we assume that the common component is in J modules of the current design, that
no other change takes place for them, and that the
function of the inverted module is unchanged. In
ˆ
Equation (11), VtI is the incremental value of the new
upper-level module and is estimated as the difference
ˆ
between the value of the new design, WtI , and the
J
j
value of the original structure, Wt = j=1 Wt , where
j
Wt is the value of the old version of module j,
which includes the common component. In (11), CIˆ is
the research and realization cost of the new module;
j
Fsub t Vt  is the value of the option to pursue an independent improvement for the jth module, from (4) or
18

The possibility to focus on the local effects (instead of taking care
of the broader effects) of a change in the structure is actually one
of the beneﬁts of considering modular designs.

19

See, for example, Rudholm (2007) for an analysis of the motivations behind the mergers of Volkswagen with SEAT and Skoda.

J
j
(6). Hence, − j=1 Fsub t Vt  is the opportunity cost
to reduce the ﬂexibility of the design. Finally, Q is
the visibility cost that must be paid because, when
the inversion operator is applied, the interfaces of the
lower-connected modules with the new upper-level
ˆ may need to be changed.
module, I,
In the example we are considering, CIˆ is the cost
of creating a new centralized production unit for
J
j
the common components, and − j=1 Fsub t Vt  is the
overall opportunity cost due to the restricted ﬂexibility of the new ﬁrm to design (and produce) different
types of vehicles under the different brands. Last, the
visibility cost Q is the cost of the communication procedure between the common production line and the
production units of the merged companies.
Equation (11) summarizes the basic features of the
inversion operator. Importantly, if the new inverted
ˆ
module has a value VtI lower than the other costs, no
inversion takes place. Not differently from what we
did with the other operators, this one can also be used
jointly with the other modular operators described
above. For example, when the designer chooses to
invert a module in an already rationalized design
structure, she might attempt to improve upon that
module. This would change the payoff of the inversion operator in a way that should be clear at this
point: we just need to put the value of the substitution
ˆ
operator for that module, Fsub VtI  t from (4) or (6), in
ˆ
place of VtI − CIˆ − Q in Equation (11). The consequence
is that, as we noted in §4.3, the designer decides to
invert ex ante, before knowing the actual outcome of
the substitution process.
4.7. Porting
The porting operator is applied when a module has
functions that can be used also in a different structure.
That is, the module has an independent set of parameters that can work well also out of the current design
rules, and consequently can be connected with other
designs. As stated in Baldwin and Clark (2000, p. 343):
Porting is like inversion in that it promotes a common solution in a wide range of contexts—this reduces
the costs of design (the design does not have to
be redesigned from scratch in every system), but
may diminish gains from subsequent experimentation. Portable modules and subsystems also are not
“trapped” by the design rules of a particular system; in
a sense they are “free to roam” from system to system.

The four steps for porting modules in other structures
are as follows:
1. a potential portable unit is found;
2. we split the initial module into two submodules, one independent from the design and the other
deeply connected to the current design;
3. the portable submodule is isolated from the
structure, and as a result new design rules are created;
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Figure 8
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Notes. This operator is used to port a module from a system to other designs. As with the inversion operator, three steps are required: identiﬁcation of the
portable unit, splitting of the component, and porting of the module (P ) outside of the original system (right panel). T denotes the translator module that
makes the portable module compatible with the other systems. In the upper part of the ﬁgure, above the time line, we show the involved components and the
timing of their creation. In the lower part, we show the evolution of the design.

4. we link the portable module with all the other
designs where it can be used; this is done through the
creation of speciﬁc translator modules to connect each
structure with the portable unit.
The use of this operator may be described by the
following case.20 The iPod, the now famous Apple
MP3 player, was compatible only with Macintosh
operating systems (OSs) when it was ﬁrst released
(October 2001). So, at that stage the iPod was a lowerlevel module in the broader Apple system. A possible strategy to enlarge the client basis was to make
the iPod compatible with other OSs (and speciﬁcally,
with the Microsoft Windows family of OSs) by porting the module outside the current design structure
to an upper hierarchical level, making it a new source
of visible information. This was exactly what Apple
did. This came at a cost: to make iPod to work on a
PC, Apple had to develop in 2003 a Windows software (Musicmatch Jukebox). After few months, Apple
replaced Musicmatch with a PC version of iTunes, the
software that allows us (also) to manage the iPod.21
The Windows version of iTunes (and Musicmatch) is
20
21

For a complete discussion, see Fried (2003).

We are not considering the additional value of iTunes coming
from the fact that Windows users can actually buy music and other
contents from the online store.

an example of translator module, which is a design
structure allowing the ported module to work inside
others designs.
In general, two offsetting incentives motivate the
porting process. Scale economies (i.e., ﬁxed cost savings) are the major incentives in favor of the creation
of a ported module. However, the resulting system
becomes less ﬂexible because a new source of visible information (i.e., a new set of design rules) is
imposed. To value the porting operator we will refer
to the case in Figure 8, with no restriction of generality. As we did with the inversion operator, we
assume that the initial design has already been split.
Moreover, we assume that the portable module, P ,
can potentially work inside M different systems. The
value of the operator depends on the ownership structure of the systems involved in the porting process.
Let us assume ﬁrst that all these systems belong to
the same owner. In this case, she has to realize the
translator module for each system where the module
is ported. On the other hand, she can save the cost of
redesigning M different versions of the same module.
Therefore, the value of the porting operator, considering the incremental value of all the systems where
the portable unit can be used, is
Fport t Vt  = sup

p ∈HtT 

Ɛt e−r

p −t

port  p  V p 
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where
port tVt 


M
M


i
P
= max Vt −CP −Q− Ri − Fsub tVt 0  (12)
i=1

i=1

As we did with the inversion operator, here we
are assuming that the function of the ported module remains unchanged. In Equation (12), VtP is the
incremental value due to the realization of the new
ported module, and it is the difference between the
value of the new design, WtP , and the initial value
of
involved in the porting process, Wt =
Mthe modules
i
W
.
C
is
the related research and realization
i=1
t P
F
t
Vti  is the opportunity cost due to
cost. − M
i=1 sub
the decision to avoid pursuing independent improvement for each system, reducing
the ﬂexibility of the

R
overall modular structure. M
i=1 i is the cost related
to the creation of the translator modules for the external systems. Finally, Q is the visibility cost that arises
from redesigning the interface of the internal translator module.
In the case that the target systems, where the module is ported, are not controlled by the owner of the
original system, the above general formula in (12)
is simpliﬁed because Fsub t Vti  = 0 for i = 1     M,
because the opportunity costs (if any) are attributable
to other agents.
 Instead, the cost to create the translator module, M
i=1 Ri , may or may not be paid by the
owner of the ported module.
Getting back to the iPod case, VtP is the present
value of the cash ﬂows generated by selling the iPod
to Windows users. CP is the realization cost of the
new ported module, and Q represents the cost of ﬁnding a conﬁguration of the ported module that is independent of the involved systems. Because Apple does
not own the target systems (Windows), Fsub t Vti  = 0,
as noted above. Finally, Ri is the cost to develop the
Windows versions of iTunes. In this case, because
Windows can accept modules developed by third parties,22 the designer of the ported module must realize
also the translator modules.In other cases, the cost
i
of the translator modules ( M
i=1 Rt ) can be dropped
23
from (12). In this case, the leverage offered by the
porting operator becomes signiﬁcant, or as Baldwin
and Clark (2000, p. 344) stated:
The value of this option goes up dramatically if the
system to be ported and the host system are owned by
different enterprises.
22

The software industry offers many examples of open systems, i.e.,
systems that can accept modules developed by external entities.
This fact usually simpliﬁes the porting process.

23

A notable example is offered in the same industry: on most recent
cars it is possible to connect the iPod to the car computer. In this
case, the auto manufacturer (as opposed to Apple) creates the connections (translator module).

The above speciﬁcation of the porting operator
can be extended, as in the previous sections, so
that this operator can interact with the other ones.
For example, in the case that the initial design has
already been rationalized, the substitution operator
with many potential candidates can be applied to
the portable module by putting Fsub VtP  in place of
VtP − CP − Q in (12). Again, in this situation, the porting operator is exercised ex ante because it gives the
designer the option to start a parallel research activity
on the portable module, while the old module can be
used until it is replaced by the new version.

5.

Numerical Valuation

5.1. LSM Method
Given the optimal stopping nature of the valuation
problems we described above and the complexity that
a modular design can have, the valuation of the modular operators must rely on numerical methods.
In all the valuation problems of §4, we need to solve
a stochastic optimal control problem of the form
F t Vt  = sup Ɛt e−r
  u

−t

  V  u

(13)

where Vt is of dimension n, t Vt  is the payoff from
immediate exercise of the operator, ∈ H t T , with
H t T  denoting the set of stopping times in t T ,
and u ∈ U   V  is a given control to be chosen at .
This kind of problem is solved using dynamic programming, starting from the ﬁnal date T and then
working backward to the current date by solving the
associated Bellman equation at all possible decision
dates. To estimate F , we divide the time interval t T 
in a given number of steps of equal length dt. The
related Bellman equation is


F t Vt  = max max t Vt  u 't Vt  
u∈U t Vt 

where 't Vt  is the value of continuation, which is
equal to the conditional expectation (under the EMM)
of the value of the operator in the subsequent step,
discounted to time t at the risk-free rate:
't Vt  = Ɛt e−rdt F t + dt Vt+dt 
The continuation value must be computed using some
numerical methods. We will use the least-squares
Monte Carlo method proposed by Longstaff and
Schwartz (2001) because it is a versatile technique that
allows us to manage multivariate state variables, ameliorating (although not avoiding) the curse of dimensionality affecting other numerical procedures, like
the lattice methods.
The procedure is based on Monte Carlo simulation
to generate the paths of the relevant state variables
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and on estimating, at all possible decision dates, the
continuation value by a least-squares regression of the
discounted value of the payoff at future dates over a
linear combination of a set of basis functions of the
simulated state variables at time t:
't Vt  ≈

L

l=1

*l +l Vt 

where L is the number of basis functions used in
the regression, *l is the estimated coefﬁcient relative
to the lth function, and +l is a speciﬁc function of
the state variables.24 To mitigate the curse of dimensionality, we use a complete set of polynomials of
total degree p in n variables to deﬁne the functions
+l ·, so that the number of coefﬁcients *l we need
to estimate grows polynomially with the state space
dimension, n.25
5.2.

Testing the LSM Method for Individual
Modular Operators
In our numerical experiments, we use alternatively
power, Chebyshev, Hermite, and Legendre polynomials up to degree p = 3, with no substantial difference
in the numerical results obtained with each choice.
Moreover, to keep dimensionality low and to be able
to assess the reliability of the algorithm (i.e., to assess
the convergence to numerical results obtained using
a binomial lattice), in this ﬁrst set of experiments we
will adopt the simplifying assumption that the state
variables of the valuation problem are the incremental
values, Vt , instead of the actual state variables, Wt and
Wt∗ , according to the notation we introduced in §2.
The benchmark estimates of the values are obtained
using the Cox et al. (1979) approximation for the valuation of the augmenting operator (a one-dimensional
problem), whereas for the remaining operators (essentially multivariate problems) we adopt the adjusted
generalized log-transformed (AGLT) binomial method
of Gamba and Trigeorgis (2007).26 This forces us to
assume that the state variable Vt (instead of Wt∗
and Wt ) follows a correlated GBM27
j

j

j

j

dVt = j Vt dt + ,j Vt dBt 
24

Typical choices of the basis functions are power, Legendre,
Chebyshev, Laguerre, and Hermite. See Moreno and Navas (2003)
for a study on the effect of using different types of basis functions.
See also Stentoft (2004) for a study of the convergence properties
of the LSM method.

25

For example, if the dimension of the state space is n, the tensor
product of total degree equal to 3 is made of 3n terms, whereas
the corresponding complete polynomial comprises only 1 + n +
nn + 1/2 terms. For a reference, see Judd (1998).
26

The latter method has been proved to be more efﬁcient than other
lattice methods in a multidimensional setting.

27

We are aware that this is not a realistic assumption, because if Wt∗
and Wt behave like an asset and so follow a GBM, as clariﬁed in §3,
Vt = Wt∗ − Wt cannot be a GBM. Moreover, Vt cannot be negative

where j is the risk-neutral drift of the process, ,j is
j
the standard deviation, and dBt is the increment of a
Brownian motion under the EMM. Later on we will
propose other applications based on more realistic
assumptions on the structure of the problem.
Monte Carlo sample paths are generated using
an Euler discretization of the stochastic equation
deﬁning the GBM.28 These experiments are meant
to show the consistency of the proposed numerical methods with an accurate (but slow) valuation
method based on binomial lattices in conjunction with
a two-point Richardson extrapolation,29 an accurate
although slow method, as pointed out by Broadie and
Detemple (1996).30
We analyze ﬁve paradigmatic problems related to
splitting, substitution, augmenting, exclusion, and porting. In what follows, we will skip the inversion operator because the mathematical structure of the problem
is very similar to the one of the porting operator (and
because it will be the focus of a more realistic problem later on). Table 1 collects the parameters we used
for this set of experiments.
The splitting operator allows us to create a project
made of two modules, like the one in Figure 2. There
are two state variables with initial values V0 = 7 9,
drifts  = 004 006, volatilities , = 025 017, and
correlation / = 03 that must be realized subject to
their research and realization cost, C = 5 8, and to
the cost of splitting, Cs = 3.
The substitution operator gives the owner the
option to select the best out of two competing versions of the module before T = 1, as depicted in Figure 3. Therefore, there are two state variables with
current values V0 = 6 10, and the parameters of
their processes are  = 004 002, , = 025 017,
and correlation / = 03. The (incremental) realization
costs are C = 5 8, and we assume zero research and
development and visibility costs (i.e., Ij k = 0 for all
k = 1     K, and Qj = 0 in the equation of substitution payoff).
For the augmenting operator we consider a situation in which the designer has the option to expand
the existing system by adding a new module, as in
Figure 5. The parameters of the incremental value
(or Wt∗ > Wt is always true) under the current assumption. We
accept this simpliﬁcation at this stage because it is just a way to
have a feasible and reliable benchmark using a binomial lattice
method for a valuation based on Monte Carlo simulation in a multidimensional setting.
28

See Kloeden and Platen (1999) or Glasserman (2004) as excellent
references on Monte Carlo methods in ﬁnance.

29

Geske and Johnson (1984) and then also Boyle et al. (1989) and
Breen (1991) suggested to use Richardson extrapolation as a practical method to obtain accurate approximations of exact values while
saving on computing time.

30

All the routines we used are available upon request.
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Table 1
Parameter
V0
C

i j

Cs
Q
R
I
T

Parameters Used to Test Consistency of the Numerical
Routines Based on the LSM Method
Splitting

Substitution Augmenting Excluding

7 9
6 10
5 8
5 8
0 04 0 06 0 04 0 02
0 25 0 17 0 25 0 17
0.3
0.3
3
—
—
—
1

—
0
—
0
1

10
5 8
0.03
0.15

—
—
—
—
1

Table 2

Porting

7 9
13 3 10 4 4
5 8
9 11 5 4
0 04 0 06 0 07 0 04 0 04 0 02
0 25 0 17 0 1 0 03 0 04 0 02
0.3
−0 1 0 3 0 5
0 1 0 6 0 2
0
—
—
1
—
1 1 1
—
—
0 5 1
0.5

Notes. V0 is the initial value of the state variables; in substitution and splitting, C is the (vector of) incremental realization cost relative to the experimental activity, whereas for the others operators it represents the (vector of)
research and realization cost of the modules involved in the modularization
process; and are the drifts and volatilities, respectively, of the state variables process under the EMM; values are the correlation coefﬁcients. For
porting, the correlation parameters are  1 2  1 3  1 4  2 3  2 4  3 4 . Cs is
the splitting cost, Q is the visibility cost, R is the (vector of) realization cost
for the translator modules in the porting operator, and I is the (vector of)
research and development cost implied by the substitution operator (which
is embedded also in the splitting operator). In all the cases, the constant
risk-free rate is r = 0 05.

process are initial value V0 = 10, drift  = 003, and
volatility , = 015. The realization cost is equal to 8.
As for the excluding operator, we examine the
opportunity to launch a minimal system (initial value
W0 = 7, drift  = 004, volatility , = 025, research and
realization cost CW = 5, and maturity T = 05) with
the subsequent option to expand it by adding a new
module (initial value V0 = 9, drift  = 006, volatility , = 017, research and realization cost C = 8, and
maturity T = 1) to the design, as described in Figure 6. For simplicity, but not reducing generality, we
assume zero cost for dictating the design rules. So, the
problem has a two-dimensional state space.
Finally, for the porting operator, we consider the
case in which we can realize a portable module that
ﬁts well within three different external systems. This
entails also the realization of the translator modules.
Therefore, the valuation problem has four state variables: one for the portable module (initial value V0P =
133, drift  = 007, volatility , = 01, and realization
cost C P = 9) and three to model the dynamics of the
potential values from the research activity in the three
different systems (initial values V0 = 10 4 4, drifts
 = 004 004 002, volatilities , = 003 004 002,
and realization costs C = 11 5 4). The realization of
the translator modules implies costs R = 1 1 1, and
the visibility cost is set Q = 1.
Table 2 presents the estimates obtained from the
least-squares Monte Carlo method and the accurate
values from a lattice method. In particular, “LSM”
is the sample mean value obtained from 30 experiments, for the splitting, substitution, augmenting,

Splitting
Substitution
Augmenting
Excluding
Porting

Accuracy of the Estimates Obtained Using the Least-Squares
Monte Carlo Method
LSM

SD

Accurate

1.485
2.504
2.219
3.642
2.418

0.013
0.011
0.002
0.012
0.004

1.478
2.526
2.217
3.678
2.391

Notes. LSM is the average value obtained over 30 simulations for splitting,
substitution, augmenting, and excluding, and 20 simulations for porting. SD
is the corresponding standard deviation. Each of the LSM estimates was
obtained with 8,000 paths and 100 steps for substitution, 8,000 paths and
120 steps for porting, 10,000 paths and 100 steps for splitting, 15,000 paths
and 100 steps for augmenting, 10,000 paths and 400 steps for excluding.
The simulated paths were obtained using the Euler discretization of the continuous time dynamics and the antithetic variates technique. Accurate is the
value obtained using a lattice method together with a two-point Richardson
extrapolation. For augmenting we used the Cox et al. (1979) approximation
with 100 200 steps, respectively; for the remaining operators we adopted
the AGLT approximation by Gamba and Trigeorgis (2007). In particular, for
substitution, excluding, and splitting, we used 75 150 steps; for porting,
10 20 steps.

and excluding operators; from 10 experiments for
the splitting operator; and from 20 experiments for
porting. “SD” is the corresponding standard deviation of the sample mean, which is between 0.002 and
0.013.31 Each of the Monte Carlo experiments is based
on 8,000 paths and 100 steps for substitution, 8,000
paths and 120 steps for porting, 10,000 and 100 for
splitting, 15,000 and 100 for augmenting, 10,000 and
400 for excluding. The simulated paths are obtained
using the Euler discretization of the continuous time
dynamics and the antithetic variates technique. These
results are compared to the accurate values obtained
using a lattice method together with a two-point
Richardson extrapolation. For the augmenting operator we use the approximation by Cox et al. (1979)
with 100 200 steps, respectively; for the remaining
operators we use the AGLT approximation by Gamba
and Trigeorgis (2007) with 75 150 steps for the substitution, excluding, and splitting operators, and with
10 20 steps for porting operators.
From inspection of Table 2, we can see that the
employed numerical method is fairly accurate for the
purposes of capital budgeting. Although these examples are basic to allow a comparison to numerical
solution based on binomial lattices, the Monte Carlo
simulation method allows easily to generalize on the
number of modules and state variables involved in
the decision process. This would be unfeasible using
a binomial lattice technique. In this respect, the algorithm we propose is more general and ﬂexible. In the
31

The differences in standard deviation are due to the chosen
parameter values and to the speciﬁc application. They are not
intended to rank the operators accuracy.
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next section we apply the approach to a more realistic
valuation problem.
5.3. Application to a Complex Design
As an illustrative example of valuation of a modular
project involving several operators, consider the case
described in §4.6.
Two auto manufacturers (A and B), who produce
similar types of vehicles, create a merged company.
While keeping the original brands alive, to improve
efﬁciency they consider centralizing the design and
production of some components, namely, the car
frame. This requires two steps (see also Figure 7): ﬁrst,
to split the current production processes to isolate the
production line of the car frame and make it independent of the rest of the productions; second, to apply
the inverting operator to centralize the production of
the common component.
To apply the splitting operator (see Equation (2)),
we estimate the value of the initial system Wt = WtA +
WtB , where WtA and WtB are the values of the current
productions of the two brands considered in isolation.
After splitting, the system will comprise four modules: the speciﬁc ones (which produce all the parts
that are brand speciﬁc), whose values are WtA s and
WtB s , and the car frame production modules, whose
values are WtA c and WtB c . We denote by Wt∗ = WtA c +
WtA s + WtB c + WtB s the value of the system after
the split.
The application of the inversion operator requires
the creation of the new centralized module, I. Our
hypothesis is that the original design is rationalized
so that, as pointed out in §4.3, the inversion can
take place beginning with experimentation activity
on the inverted module, while using the old version.
We assume that three experiments are conducted on
ˆ of the inverted module, and the
the new version, I,
best outcome is chosen at the end of the test. The
value of the version from the kth experiment is WtI k ,

whereas the associated cost is KIˆ k = Ck + 32=1 I2 , for
k = 1 2 3, using the notation in Equation (5). Q is the
visibility cost to make the speciﬁc components of each
vehicle compatible with the new common car frame.
Therefore, the value of the inverted module is Fsub VtI 
from Equation (4), where VtI is a vector with components VtI k = WtI k − WtA c + WtB c , for k = 1 2 3.
Hopefully, but not necessarily, VtI k > 0 as a result of
the scale economies generated by the inversion.32
32

With the inversion operator, the ﬁrm replaces two production
lines with one common manufacturing center, which has to guarantee the same output, assuming the overall production is unchanged.
This decision generates scale economies by reducing the total production costs, and in the end it increases the overall cash ﬂow.
For clariﬁcation, assume that the total revenues of the two brands
remain unchanged after the inversion and that the decision affects
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The inverting decision should be based not only on
the direct costs, but also on the opportunity costs the
designer has by avoiding an independent upgrade of
the individual common modules. Assuming (for simplicity) that just one new version is considered, we
denote by WtA c and WtB c the values of the new versions for the two modules. We denote by CA c and
CB c the related costs of improving the two common
production lines. Using the valuation formula for the
substitution operator (see Equation (4)), the opportunity cost are Fsub VtA c  ≥ 0, where VtA c = WtA c −
WtA c , and Fsub VtB c  ≥ 0, where VtB c = WtB c − WtB c .
We assume that no improvements are planned for the
brand-speciﬁc production lines.
Given our assumptions, the payoff of the inversion
operator is
inv t VtI  VtA  VtB 
= max Fsub VtI  − Fsub VtA  − Fsub VtB  0

(14)

and the value is Finv t VtI  VtA  VtB .
As for the splitting operator, its payoff, which
includes the value of the inversion operator, is (dropping some arguments, for brevity)
spl t = max Wt∗ − Wt − KA c − KA s − KB c
− KB s − Cs + Finv t 0

(15)

where Wt∗ − Wt is the incremental value of the split
design, Kj is the R&D and realization costs of each
module, Cs is the splitting cost, and Finv t ≥ 0 is the
value of the option to invert the common components.
The solution of the problem involves the simulation
of the 11-dimensional Markov process
Wt = WtA  WtB  WtA s  WtB s  WtA c  WtB c  WtI 1  WtI 2 
WtI 3  WtA c  WtB c 
For valuation purposes and given the discussion
in §3, we assume the values of the modules follows
a correlated GBM under the EMM. The parameters
describing the stochastic process of the state variable
and the costs are reported in Tables 3 and 4.
The choice of the base case parameters can be motivated as follows. The initial values of the two current systems are such that W0A = W0A s + W0A c and
W0B = W0B s + W0B c . Namely, we assume that splitting
them does not change their current value. The current value of the inverted module is assumed higher
than the sum of the current values of the two common
modules, for all of the three possible versions of the
only the production side. In this case, denoting by PC j the proˆ
duction costs in the jth unit, VtI k = PCtA c + PCtB c − PCtI , because
the production costs of the brand-speciﬁc production lines do not
inﬂuence the inversion decision.
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Table 3
Variable
W0A
W0B
W0A s
W0B s
W0A c
W0B c
W0I 1
W0I 2
W0I 3
W

A c
0

W0B c
KA c
KA s
KB c
KB s
KIˆ 1
KIˆ 2
KIˆ 3
CA c
CB c
Cs
Q
T1
T2

Valuation of a Complex Design
Description

Table 4
Initial
value

Standard
deviation

Value of Module A in the initial design
Value of Module B in the initial design
Value of speciﬁc component of Module A
Value of speciﬁc component of Module B
Value of common component of Module A
Value of common component of Module B
Value of the ﬁrst version of the inverted
module
Value of the second version of the inverted
module
Value of the third version of the inverted
module
Value of the alternative version of the
common module of A
Value of the alternative version of the
common module of B

29
35
10
15
19
20
50

0 05
0 05
0 06
0 04
0 05
0 05
0 08

50

0 05

50

0 06

22

0 0405

23

0 0361

R&D cost of the common module of A
R&D cost of the speciﬁc module of A
R&D cost of the common module of B
R&D cost of the speciﬁc module of B
R&D cost of the ﬁrst version of the inverted
module
R&D cost of the second version of the
inverted module
R&D cost of the third version of the inverted
module
R&D cost of the alternative version of the
common module of A
R&D cost of the alternative version of the
common module of A
Splitting cost
Visibility cost
Time horizon of the splitting operator
Time horizon of the inverting operator

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1.5

—
—
—
—
—

1.5

—

1.5

—

0.5

—

0.5

—

0.5
2
1
2

—
—
—
—

Note. Base case parameters are shown.

inverted module: W0I k > W0A c + W0B c , for k = 1 2 3.
The new versions of the common modules, assuming
they are independently pursued, improve upon the
current versions, but not upon the inverted module:
W0A c + W0B c < WtA c + WtB c < W0I k for k = 1 2 3.
As for costs, we assume that the cost to create the new modules is the same for all. The only
exception is for the inverted module, as the design,
test, and realization costs are lumped in one ﬁgure,
KIˆ k . For simplicity, we assume that the cost of the
inverted module is the same for all possible versions.
The visibility cost, Q, is relatively higher than the
other costs to account for the many changes that the
brand-speciﬁc modules may require to make them
compatible with the new inverted module.33 Last, the
33

These changes do not affect the value because they do not inﬂuence the cash ﬂows. They are needed just to make the modules to
work together.
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Note. The state variables are presented in the same order as in the ﬁrst panel
of Table 3.

splitting cost, Cs , is relatively low because the initial
system is almost modular.
As for the stochastic processes of the values of the
modules, we assume that their drift coincides with
the risk-free rate, or equivalently, the values of the
modules do not account for any convenience yield.
The variance of WtA and WtB is (approximately) preserved by the processes WtA s + WtA c and WtB s + WtB c ,
respectively. This is to show that the value of splitting is positive also in a situation where the overall
uncertainty of the system is unchanged, as suggested
by (Baldwin and Clark 2000, p. 259). As for the correlations, we just notice the following. We assume that
the values of the common components are strongly
and positively correlated, and that they are also positively correlated with the values of the three possible
versions of the inverted module. They are positively
correlated also with the new versions of the common
modules, in case the inversion does not take place.
The values of the existing system are assumed to be
weakly correlated with all the other modules. Finally,
the two brand-speciﬁc modules are almost uncorrelated with the other modules. The time horizon for
the option to split is set at T1 = 1 year, and for the
option to invert at T2 = 2 years.
The numerical analysis of this complex modularization decision is reported in Table 5. We provide
the value of the inverting operator, estimated as the
sample average of the values of 40 independent simulations using the LSM method. Each experiment is
based on 10,000 paths and 100 time steps. We compute also an estimate of the probability of the application of the inversion operator, as the sample average
of the exercise probability. For a speciﬁc Monte Carlo
experiment, this is the number of paths such that the
operator is exercised over the total number of paths.
To capture the timing of the inversion decision, we
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Value of a Complex Design

Base case
Splitting and inversion, triple test,
no opportunity cost
Splitting and inversion, single test,
no opportunity cost
Splitting and inversion, single test,
opportunity cost
Splitting only

Value

Exercise
probability

Average
time

3 9935
0 0049
9 0545
0 0068
5 8324
0 0050
2 3447
0 0052
0 2782
0 0013

0 0851
0 0007
0 1187
0 0016
0 3114
0 0180
0 1116
0 0008
—
—

1 6603
0 0040
1 5378
0 0123
0 7726
0 0376
1 6673
0 0026
—
—

Notes. This table presents the values for the base case modularization problem and for four variations, based on the number of tests (one versus three)
for the inverted module and on the consideration of the opportunity costs
related to the reduced ﬂexibility of the system with the inverted module. As
a benchmark case, also the value of the splitting operator (with no additional
ﬂexibility) is presented. This table reports also the exercise probability (under
the EMM) for the decision to invert and the average time of exercise of the
decision to invert (under the EMM) for those paths where the inversion takes
place. These statistics are estimated from a sample of 40 independent Monte
Carlo experiments (in parentheses we report the standard deviations of the
estimates). Each experiment is based on 10,000 paths and 100 time steps,
and the solution (value and policy) is found using the LSM method.

estimate also the average exercise time, conditional on
the fact that such decision is made. For each Monte
Carlo experiment, this is the average of the exercise
time for the paths where a decision is made.34 The
exercise probability and the average time are useful
to analyze the impact of a greater or smaller ﬂexibility on the decision policy. In Table 5 we report
in parentheses the standard deviations of the sample
estimates.
The analysis of the value and of the optimal policy
of the project is based on the breakdown of the many
sources of ﬂexibility. For this reason, we also solve
other subproblems, where some of the features of the
base case model are excluded.
As a ﬁrst subcase, we value the same problem considered above, but omit the inversion operator (see
Table 5, Splitting only). This is equivalent to dropping
Finv t from Equation (15), and it permits us to determine the incremental value of the inverting operator
on top of the value of splitting.35
A second interesting variation of the base case is
given by the restriction of the inversion operator in
34

These statistics are based on the EMM. So, if empirical data were
available, they could not be compared to the corresponding empirical statistics. Yet, we can legitimately compare them across the
different versions of the valuation model.

35

In this case, the dimension of the state space of the problem is
reduced to six, because the state variable is Wt = WtA  WtB  WtA s 
WtB s  WtA c  WtB c .

the case where only one version of the inverted module is tested (see Table 5, Splitting and inversion, with
a single test and with opportunity costs). This changes
the payoff in (14) to
inv t = max Fsub VtI  − Fsub VtA  − Fsub VtB  0
where VtI is one-dimensional, and it permits us to
determine, when compared to the base case, the value
of testing several versions of the inverted module.36
A third subcase (see Table 5, Splitting and inversion, with a triple test and no opportunity costs)
entails the inversion of the common module, but
not accounting for the opportunity cost of an independent development of the two common modules, Fsub VtA  = 0 = Fsub VtB  in Equation (14), which
reduces to inv t = Fsub VtI . This case permits us
to capture the role of the independent substitution
opportunities and how their value changes the exercise policy of the inversion operator.37
The last variation (see Table 5, Splitting and inversion, with a single test and no opportunity costs) is
given by considering at the same time the restriction
to one version of the inverted module and the absence
of opportunity costs. This changes the payoff of the
inverting operator to inv t = Fsub VtI  and provides
the value of the opportunity to invert the module,
with no other form of ﬂexibility derived from this.
The results in Table 5 permit to break down
the value of the different operators involved in the
design problem. By comparing the case with only
the splitting operator to the base case, we can see
that a signiﬁcant value is given by the possibility of
inverting the module (399 − 028 = 371). The value
of the splitting operator is made of at least two components: the value of the substitution operator on the
inverted module, and the opportunity cost due to
the reduced ﬂexibility. Unfortunately, there is no easy
way to decompose the values of these two operators,
because they tend to interact. As a ﬁrst approximation, the possibility to conduct three tests (as opposed
to only one) has a positive value of 399 − 234 = 165,
and the impact of opportunity costs is 905 − 399 =
506. Yet, when we compare the base case to the case
with only one test and no opportunity costs, we see
that the combined effect is signiﬁcantly lower: 583 −
399 = 184.
A second important aspect of the design problem is
the optimal exercise policy for the inversion operator.
For this reason, Table 5 reports the exercise probability and the average time of exercise (in case inversion
36

In this case, the dimension of the state space of the problem is
nine, because the state variable is Wt = WtA  WtB  WtA s  WtB s  WtA c 
WtB c  WtI  WtA c  WtB c .
The state variable in this case is Wt = WtA  WtB  WtA s  WtB s  WtA c 
WtB c  WtI 1  WtI 2  WtI 3 , and the dimension is nine.

37
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actually takes place) under the EMM. It is quite obvious that positive opportunity costs reduce the exercise
probability and increase the average time of exercise
of the inversion operator, regardless the number of
tests on the inverted module. Somehow less obvious
is the effect of a higher number of tests. Although it
is indisputable that this increases the value, it reduces
the probability of inverting, as we can see if we
compare (taking aside the interaction effect with the
opportunity costs) the case with three tests (about
11.9%) to the case with just one test (about 31.1%).
And the average time of inversion is longer with three
tests (1.54 years) than with one (0.77 year). The above
holds true (although at a reduced size) also if we consider the interaction with the opportunity cost. This
surprising effect is because the growth rate of the substitution operator for the inverted module with three
tests is (given the current parameters) signiﬁcantly
higher than the one with just one test. Because the
option to invert is American, this induces an optimal
delay due to a reduced “convenience yield” for the
case with three tests.

6.

Conclusions

There has been a signiﬁcant set of contributions on
modularity over the last decade. On the managerial side, the conditions and the consequences of the
modularization process have been extensively investigated. Much less effort has been devoted to the issues
that the modularization process poses in terms of
ﬁnancial valuation for capital budgeting purposes.
In this work, we provide a valuation approach
based on real options theory, which allows us to tackle
those issues. We are able to describe the six modular operators proposed by Baldwin and Clark (2000)
in a stochastic optimal control framework. Moreover,
we show how we can combine the individual operators, thus allowing to evaluate (at least in principle)
any modular design. Our approach is implemented
numerically using Monte Carlo simulation, with the
least-squares Monte Carlo method by Longstaff and
Schwartz (2001) to cope with the dynamic programming feature of the valuation problems. We show in
a set of experiments that the numerical method based
on Monte Carlo simulation can be as accurate as binomial lattices.
Although these numerical experiments are very
simple because they involve one operator at the time,
the approach we propose is very general because it
can tackle multidimensional decision problems and
any combination of the modular operators. In the last
part of this work, we present a worked-out valuation problem involving many operators and addressing the main issues of valuation of modular designs.
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